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Abstract

Yiwen Chen
MS, Fordham University
A Resource-aware Container Management Scheme in a Heterogeneous Cluster
Dissertation directed by Ying Mao, Ph.D.
Cloud computing nowadays is not an emerging topic, and virtualization is an
indispensable technology to expedite cloud computing to become the next sign of the coming
Internet revolution. In real life, scientists never stop at exploring the possibilities from such
technology by investigating millions of experiments and applications to enhance the quality of
virtual services. However, isolated construction for the virtual machine doesn’t save the technology
from unwanted data volumes or insensitive processing time. Containers are created to address such
problems, by distributing applications without initiating the entire virtual machine. Docker, as an
important player in this game, is an open-source application of the container family. The
management tool from Docker containers, Swamskit, does not take heterogeneities in either
virtualized containers or physical nodes. There are different nodes in the cluster, and each node is
different in configurations, resource availability, or concerning resource, etc. Furthermore, the
requirements initiated by different services change all the time. The demand might be CPU-intensive
(e.g. Clustering services) and also memory-intensive (e.g. Web services), or completely at the
opposite. In this paper, we focus on exploring the Docker container cluster and designing, DRAPS, a
resource-aware placement scheme, to improve the system performance in a heterogeneous cluster.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
In this age of information explosion, millions of web users consume different services every moment,
from websites searching to game playing. Virtualization then is one of the essential technologies
used in the data center, to provide a stable cloud environment to ensure hardware and development
efficiency. There are already different virtualization infrastructures, such as Amazon Web Service [1]
and Microsoft Azure [2].
Cloud computing technology has already attracted different users around the world and helps
as the main platform for many scientific projects to the fault-tolerant mechanism. There are still
some open research areas in cloud computing that could be explored [3]. System virtual machines
are widely adopted today. They provide the functionality to execute the entire operating system. [4]
However, when in a large-scale system, numerous duplicate instances of the same OS and redundant
boot volumes would be a problem for virtual machine users to suffer [3]. Virtual machines today
still have the problem such as discernible performance overhead, enormous storage requirement, and
limited scalability.
For the limitation issue, containers are used to solve such a problem. Containers could be used
for deploying and running distributed applications without starting the entire virtual machine
because the working principle of the container is to share the host operating system and physical
1
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resources. This technology is not news today, since containers are being used as basic computing
units by big data processing platforms today everywhere and Unix-like operating systems have
utilized such technology for more than a decade [5]–[8]. In other words, a new containerization
platform, such as Docker, has already become the mainstream of application development.
According to previously open-source technologies (e.g. cgroup), Docker simplifies the tooling
requirement for container creation and management. The magic of containers could be shown in
comparing with the physical machine and system view: While at the physical machine, containers
are a normal process; however, in virtualized resource environment, containers could explore all its
conveniences, not only just CPU and memory usage, also with bandwidth, ports, disk I/O, etc.
The “docker images ls” used after the docker daemon started, is a command used to list out all
top-level images with each repository, tag, ID, created date, and size. A simple command helps the
user realize the detailed information for each of the images which at last hold different containers.
While the user needs to select a different physical machine to host the containers, the “docker run” is
the command. If the users do not set up any prerequisites, the default container is always assigned to
the node with the fewest running containers, and such in a system is called Spread. The principal for
Spread working is to allocate tasks impartially among all the nodes, but it excludes two major
problems in reality. First, there could be different nodes in a cluster. In this case, Spread still treats
the task as the same while high-end servers run more processes than an off-the-shelf desktop.
Second, different types of resources may be required by containers. Diverse resource demands
happen because the various types of images and services are provided by different containers. For
instance, a logging service such as Logstash requires larger bandwidth but Kmeans clustering
requires more computational power, and these are two completely different types of resources.
In this project, we aim at the problems that Spread omit and seek to solve the problems with a
new distribution approach. Then, we propose a new container placement scheme, DRAPS, a Dynamic
and Resource-Aware Placement Scheme. The major difference between DRAPS and default Spread
scheme is that DRAPS assigns tasks to different containers based on the service’s simultaneous and
dynamic demands. At the start of the beginning, DRAPS monitors all the different tasks from all
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working containers and then calculates to analyze the major resource type of service from each. After
that, DRAPS places those containers with the same or similar resource types to the same machine.
Through such allocation, DRAPS scheme could reduce and balance the resource usages among nodes
intellectually. When a system displaced as overloaded by a single resource, DRAPS relocates the
resource-intensive containers to other available nodes.
Two different algorithms for testing are introduced to achieve such monitoring function for
DRAPS : majority vote resource demand and average resource demand. The resource usage of an
image’s containers is ranked as the dominant level across containers in the majority vote. The
dominant level is considered by: the dominant resource per container assessment and the overall
resources dominant level among all the containers. In average resource demand, the average vote
sums up the total real amount usage by each container and calculates the resource to the capacity
percentage by that container.
To obtain the instructive metrics for the algorithms, this project utilizes regular docker
commands such as “docker stats”. We believe that by better monitoring and distributing resources,
DRAPS scheme could outperform the Spread scheme, and DRAPS can reduce the waste or used
across nodes significantly. All of these improvements can be proven through testing and evaluation.
Our main contributions are as follows:

• We introduce the concept of dominant resource type which considers the simultaneous and
dynamic demands from different services.
• We propose a new, complete container placement scheme, DRAPS, which allocates different
tasks to applicable nodes and distributes resource usage in a heterogeneous cluster in balance.
in a heterogeneous cluster.
• We implement DRAPS into general container orchestration tool, Swarmkit, and conduct an
investigation with 18 services in 4 types. The evaluation result illustrates that DRAPS defeats
the default Spread scheme by reducing usage as much as 42.6% on one specific node.

3
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Chapter 2

RELATED WORK
Cloud computing and distributed systems [9], [10] has become a popular economical computing
paradigm with the capability to scale computing resources on-demand and provide a simple userfriendly business model. The data storage and computing capability without direct management by
users are the reasons why cloud computing becomes highly demanding in the industry. For cloud
computing systems, virtualization is one of the elemental technologies to power. A huge amount of
large enterprises such as Netflix and Foursquare [11] have transformed their business services from
steadfast computing infrastructure to Amazon Elastic Computing Cloud (EC2) [12]. The power of
VM in cloud computing is that an individual physical server could manage various VMs, and VMs
can operate independently through the technology [13] [14].
Virtualization machines (VMs) is not an emerging topic, and it has been studied and tested
for decades. However, VMs in reality nowadays is still struggling with the enormous performance
overhead, huge storage requirement, and limited scalability. One of the main reasons behind this is
VM shares computing resources in data centers. Such computing models, at last, will conduct an
enormous performance overhead. From the paper of [15], the researchers even conclude different
reasons leading to performance overhead of VMs. The inducements could be an individual mega data
center, single-server virtualization, or different geo-distributed data centers. Recently, a lightweight
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virtualization operation system known as containerization is introduced and raise the popularity of
the discussion or application of such technology from different aspects and on different platforms.
Containerization-based virtualization outperforms VM due to the more delicate operation system and
better scaling capability in the field of cloud and edge computing [16]–[27].
Such a conclusion is not from a one-time experiment. Scientists in the cloud computing area
have

already

conducted

multiple

comparison

experiments

between

virtualization

and

containerization for years: When back to 2007, Soltesz has already compared System V and Xen in
his research [28]; Three years later, Regola et al. conducted experiments to compare KVM, OpenVZ
and EC2 in [29]; In 2014, Felter et al., started to compare the difference between KVM and
Docker [30] [31]. In [32], researchers conclude that containers provide an environment where
applications are independent of each other and bring convenience to developers with regards to easy
deployment, testing and compositions [33] [34]. Furthermore, the provisioning time from containers
is much faster than in VM in many cases [35].
Containerized system is studied in many areas to explore its potential. There is an extensive
performance study presented in [36], to investigate the traditional virtual machine deployments, and
to compare these traditional deployments with the usage of Linux containers. The results of
container evaluation which focus on overhead are equal or even higher-ranking than the results of
VMs. Although such a conclusion happens and indicates that containers outperform VMs,
research [37] displays that the startup latency is substantially larger than what was expected before.
The larger startup latency is caused by the layered and distributed image architecture – copying
package data requires most of the container startup time. Slacker is suggested by the researchers
since it can remarkably decrease the startup intermission. The startup latency could be reduced or
even faster if the image is already locally available, and Slacker could decrease the number of
packages copying and relocate. Collaboratively sharing the image is recommended by
CoMICon [38] to solve the problem. In an altered aspect, SCoPe [39] attempts to manage the
provisioning time from large-scale containers: SCoPe specifies the provisioning time about system
features with a statistical model, to address the provisioning strategy from the research. Furthermore,
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applications possess various types of behavior and resource requirements. Before giving out a
conclusion between the container and traditional hypervisor-based VMs, scientists still work at
analyzing and comparing the running performances of applications with VMs and Docker
containers. In the field of deep learning, authors in [40]–[44] studied how efficient scheduling
algorithms would benefit the training of models in a congested environment.
Different container orchestration systems achieve different requirements and also offer different
services to users. To study those orchestration systems is one of the facing challenges for scientist
today. A similar challenge has been faced by VM resources managers a few years before, and there are
multiple researches [45]–[47] that investigate this topic in deep and provide users a detailed evolution
of VM-based infrastructure.
Individual container experiments are not enough, the cluster of containers is also another
important region that needs to be explored in this field. As the two most popular and important
cluster management tools in today’s market: Docker Swarmkit [48] and Google Kubernetes [49] are
compared by studying each scalability from the researchers of [50]. In the end, using multiple
min-cost max-flow algorithms lead to the result that Firmament achieves low latency in large-scale
clusters. Firmament selects the identical high-quality placements as an advanced centralized
scheduler, at the scale and speed are constantly connected with distribution scheduler. From another
point of view, the researchers from [51] display an Ant Colony Optimization algorithm for a Docker
container cluster by focusing mainly on workload scheduling. The result from this algorithm
displays that workloads deployed by Ant Colony Optimization outperform those from a greedy
algorithm by nearly 15%, which are both on the same host configuration. Although containers
always demand a diverse requirement of resources, this algorithm cannot differentiate a huge
number of containers.
Based on our previous work [52], in this paper, we experiment and explore container
orchestration from the view of resource awareness. Although users can specify limits on different
resources, containers still need to get involved in competing resources in physical machines. At the
moment when there are different choices of images, the containers need to target different types of
6
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services, and such results in various demands on resources. Through investigating and analyzing the
dynamic resource requirements, our research focuses on studying node placement scheme which
could distribute the resource usages in a heterogeneous cluster equally.
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Chapter 3

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

3.1

Docker Containers

A local Docker daemon participates in the system as a Docker worker machine. The command such
as “docker run -it ubuntu bash” sent to containers is how a worker creates new containers. Run-time,
code, system libraries, system tools, and settings, are all included in a Docker container image
package. Although everything to execute is included in a Docker container image package, such
software is still delicate, independent, and practical. In the macro view, every individual container
takes responsibility for each specific service of an application. To be more detailed, if the application
demands to scale up the specific service, it will start multiple containers by utilizing the identical
image. In general, one physical machine is capable to host different applications with multiple
services in a self-sustaining model.

3.2

Container Orchestration

It’s intractable to reach resilience or scalability on an individual container host while it distributing
applications into a production environment. Normally, the infrastructures utilized to run containers
8
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at scale is called a multi-node cluster. SwarmKit, presented by Docker, is an open-source toolkit for
container orchestration while under a cluster environment. When Swarmkit running, there are two
different types of nodes in a cluster to finish the job: worker nodes and manager nodes. Worker nodes
manage all the running tasks, and manager nodes manage to receive requirements from users and
then accommodate the demanding state into a real cluster state. Particular demands, such as specific
memory or CPU usage requirements, and user-defined labels are all applicable to initiate a docker
container.
The scheduler runs on the manager firstly to synthesize the information input from users, with
states of each node to apply different scheduling decisions, e.g. selecting the leading node to
accomplish the following tasks. In other words, the scheduler uses filters and scheduling strategies to
allocate the jobs. There are four applicable filters to choose: ResourceFilter: check whether the node
has enough resources to perform the task; ReadyFiler: check whether the node is ready to schedule
tasks; ConstraintFilter:choose the nodes that are only qualified the certain labels; PluginFilter:
check whether the node has a particular volume plugin installed.
When multiple nodes are passing the filtering process, Docker Swarm applies the three
scheduling strategies: binpack, spread (applicable currently), and random (under development based
on Swarm Mode). To be more in detailed, Binpack strategy is to deploy the container on the most
filled node in the cluster; Spread strategy is to deploy the container on the node with minimal
running containers; Random strategy is to deploy the container into cluster inconsistently.
The default Spread strategy is the one that tries to schedule a service task according to the number
of active containers on every node. Although the strategy is capable to evaluate the resources on
the nodes approximately, the evaluation could not display different nodes in a heterogeneous cluster
setting. The reason causes such an issue might be that in a heterogeneity cluster setting, each node has
individual configurations in terms of CPU, memory, and network usage. Then, various experiences
would be the result of running the same number of containers on these various nodes.
Fig 3.1 displays the average starting delay of and overall makespan of the set of TomCat Docker
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containers. We deploy the experiments on two different machines: M1 with 8GB memory, 4-core
CPU, and M2 with 16GB memory and 8-core CPU. During the testing on each machine, M1 or
M2, we find out that the more containers on that specific machine, the larger the starting delay and
makespan would occur. Although M1 takes 23,67s on average to start 30 Tomcat containers and M2
takes 18.32s on average to start 40 Tomcat containers. Furthermore, when we attempt to start 80
Tomcat containers job, M1 fails to complete the task but M2 makes it.
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Fig. 3.1: Starting Dockers on a single machine
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Chapter 4

DRAPS System

4.1

Framework of Manager and Worker Nodes

As mentioned in the above section, there are may have several managers and workers in the system.
There are six hierarchical modules in a manager. The job for Client API is to receive commands
sent from clients and to generate service objects. The job for Orchestrator is to take charge of the
life cycle of service objects and to conduct the mechanics for load balancing and service discovery.
The job for Allocator is to arrange network model particular distribution functionality and to assign
the IP address to jobs. The job for Scheduler is to allocate tasks to the worker nodes. And finally,
the Dispatcher is to interface with different worker nodes, to check every node’s state, and then to
assemble the heartbeats from nodes.
Nevertheless, a worker node takes charge of the Docker containers and updates the container
states to the manager by sending the periodical heartbeat information. The job for executor is to
manage and run the tasks which are allocated to the containers in this specific worker.

11
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Fig. 4.1: Docker Framework with DRAPS Implementation

4.2

DRAPS modules

To present the implementation easily, we incorporate the DRAPS constituents with the contemporary
framework. As displayed in Fig 4.1, the graph is designed by three main portions: a worker monitor,
a container monitor in the worker nodes, and a DRAPS scheduler that is applied in manager nodes.
Work Monitor: A worker monitor is to manage the messages from worker nodes. Such a
monitor supports a table for each worker and its relevant containers. The worker container will
initiate tasks (e.g. transforming a resource-intensive container to another host) by investigating the
data.
Container Monitor: A container monitor accumulates the run-time resources usage information
from Docker containers on worker nodes. At each separate application level, the demanding resource
information includes Memory, CPU usage percentage, block I/O, and network I/O. The top users will
send out the average usage static report in a set-up time window, and such messages will be added
into the DRAPS -Heartbeat information and then reported back to managers. At the host system level,
the monitor data contains I/O wait, CPU usage percentage, reminder percentage of available memory,
and bandwidth. The worker nodes would conduct a self-analysis from these data and find out the
individual bottleneck. If a bottleneck is tested, a DRAPS -Alert message will be generated and reported
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to managers.
DRAPS-Scheduler: The DRAPS-Scheduler distributes a task to a particular node depending on
the presently available resources. DRAPS-Scheduler investigates a duplicated Docker container’s
distinctive resource utilization, such as memory intensity, through the reports from former containers
in the same services.
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Chapter 5

Problem Formulation
The DRAPS scheduler targets improving the container arrangement so that the obtainable resources
from each worker node could be magnified. In this research, we assume that the resources for a
container looking for are memory, CPU, I/O for running services, and bandwidth. The demands for
these resources from a container would be different since the services and workloads in a container
are dynamic. In this case, we generate a formula for the resource demands of a container as a function
of time. rik (t) represents that kth resource requirement of the ith container at time t. The Container
arrangement indicator then would be xi,j = {0, 1}. xi,j = 1 represents that the ith container is placed
in the jth work node. Wjk represents that the general amount of the kth resource in the jth work node.
C, represents the set of containers; N , represents the work nodes; K, represents the resources. Then,
the utilization ratio of the resource k in the jth work node can be displayed as:
ukj (t)

P
=

xi,j rik (t)
Wjk

i∈C

(5.1)

We presume that the utilization ratio of the jth work node is designated by its frequently used
resource. At this case, the utilization of jth work node is maxk∈K ukj (t).The frequently-used
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resource among all work nodes can be expressed as:
ν = max max ukj (t).
j∈N k∈K

(5.2)

The target for the DRAPS scheduler is to enhance the usage of all the attainable resources in each
individual worker node. Then, the DRAPS scheduling problem is identified as:

max
xi,j

s.t.

ν

(5.3)

X

xi,j = 1; ∀i ∈ C;

(5.4)

j

ukj (t) ≤ 1, ∀k ∈ K, ∀j ∈ N .

(5.5)

In E.q. (4), there is a restriction to require that each container should be arranged in one worker node.
In E.q. (5), there is a restriction that to ensure the utilization ratio of any types of resources in a worker
should be less than one.

5.1

Lemma 1. The DRAPS scheduling problem is NP-hardness

Proof: To prove the Lemma, we set up that the resource requirements of each container are constant
over the test time as a simple case of DRAPS scheduling problem. Then, the simple case
DRAPS scheduling problem is the same as the multidimensional bin packing problem, which is
NP-hard [53]–[55]. Consistently, the lemma can be solved by decreasing any instance of the
multidimensional bin packing to the simple case DRAPS scheduling problems. Since the simpleness,
we exclude the detailed proof process in this paper.
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Chapter 6

DRAPS IN A HETEROGENEOUS
CLUSTER
In the previous sections, we explained multiple and various modules in DRAPS and their jobs. We
formulated the DRAPS scheduling problem and clarified the problem is NP-hard. In this section, we
generate a comprehensive design of DRAPS with heuristic container deployment and transformation
algorithms in a heterogeneous cluster, which targets to enhance the resource accessibility on each
worker node and to increase the service performance by approaching the best solution of the
DRAPS scheduling problem. In order to achieve the goals, DRAPS system concludes three main
strategies:

• Identify dominant resource demands of containers (Resource Demands Analysis)
• Initial container placement
• Migrate a container

16
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Resource Demands Analysis

The system should understand the dynamic resource demands from different containers at the start
of the beginning, to improve the general resource efficiency. A container often aims at providing
a specific service, such as database querying, web browsing, and data sorting. Since that different
algorithms or operations will be distributed to the services, various resource demands would occur.
For example, we designed experiments on NSF Cloudlab [56]] (M400 node hosted by University of
Utah). The containers are launched by applying the following four images and the data is allocated
through the “docker stats” command.

1. MySQL: The Relational Database Management System. Tested workloads: scan, select, count,
join.
2. YUM: a Software Package Manager that installs, updates, and removes packages. Tested
workloads: download and install the “vim” package.
3. Tomcat: Implementation in Java language to provide HTTP web services. Tested workloads:
HTTP queries at 10/second and 20/second of a HelloWorld web page.
4. PI: a Service to Calculate PI. Tested workloads: top 3,000 digits with a single thread, top 7,500
digits with two threads.

Fig 6.1a to Fig 6.1d displays the dynamic resource demands under different workloads on the four
Docker containers mentioned above. The figures explain that there are very different usage patterns
on four types of resources: CPU, memory, network I/O, and block I/O. For instance, the PI container
utilizes limited resources without the workload. Notwithstanding, the CPU usage boosts up to 100%
for a single thread job and 200% for a two-threads job when the task arrives at the 10th and 38th
second. Still, then consumption of the other three types of resources remains at very low levels. For
the MySQL container, when the tested workload is added in, the CPU usage displays a split when a
request is sent from clients. At the 84th second, when a “join” command that requires three tables to
involve is sent, the CPU and memory usage both bounce. The reason for this is that the ‘join’ option
17
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Fig. 6.1: Resource demands under different workloads on four services, MySQL, Tomcat, YUM, PI.
operation requires a huge amount of calculation and copies of tables in memory. However, there are
different usage trends from YUM and Tomcat containers. For example, YUM utilizes more network
I/O and block I/O because of the downloading and package installation, and less CPU and memory
usage. Tomcat requires very little network I/O and block I/O because of the size of the tested page
but utilizes more than 200MB of memory to maintain the service. In order to assign the resource
usage equally, deploying the containers with supportive demands on the same worker is essential. As
displayed from the figures, there is always a main resource demand from a service in a given time,
even though various types of resources are available.
In DRAPS , the first important task is to classify the dominant resource demand for each service.
In the system, a manager is capable to keep track of all the containers’ resource usage and distribute
them in groups by associated service ID. Assume the service si ∈ S includes m running containers
which are stored in a set, RCsi . Rci is a vector to implicate the resources utilized by ci ∈ RCsi . For
each attribute, ri , is the vector to clarify a type of resources, such as memory and CPU. If there are q
types of resources in the system, the average resource consumption of si is vector Rsi ,
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Rci

r1 /m,

X
ci ∈RCsi

X

r2 /m, ...,

rq /m >

ci ∈RCsi

There is a finite amount of resources in each type on the worker nodes. A vector that includes q
attributes is the resource limit, < l1 , l2 , ..., lq >. The sum of vectors from workers leads to the limit
of a system, < L1 , L2 , ..., Lq >. At this case, Rsi is represented by a percentage of the general total
resource in the system, for the ith type, the container consumption for si on average is
P
ci ∈RCsi ri /m ÷ Li . In conclusion, we make the definition to the dominant function,
P
DOM (si ) = max{ ci ∈RCs ri /m ÷ Li } The type of a dominant resource demand of service si
i

can be calculated by the DOM (si ) function, within a given time period. The running containers for
si and the current consumption of them would change the value of DOM (si ) along with the system.

6.2

Initial Container Placement

Clients, first, utilize the command “docker run” to initiate a new container while using the Swarm
cluster. The job is submitted to the manager of the cluster and the manager needs to select a worker
node to host the container. As explained above, the default container placement scheme fails to
detect and assign the dynamic resource usage, because the managers in Docker Swarm could not
discover currently available resources without the mechanism. However, DRAPS solves the problem
by utilizing the DRAPS-Heartbeat. DRAPS-Heartbeat is an improved heartbeat message that contains
the states of the worker node, and also the containers’ resource usage within a given time period.
The resource usage includes memory, CPU, bandwidth, and block I/O. All of these data will be
assembled into a table which to monitor the current attainable resource on each worker nodes and
relevant containers’ resource usages on the manager side.
Algorithm 1 is running on managers to allocate incoming containers and classify the images on
the workers. In the system, managers maintain a list of the following items along with the system
time(Line 1-2).
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• Active workers (wi ) in the cluster;
• Running containers (ci ) on each worker;
• Known image set that stores the images that have been used before, e.g. the containers from
previously launched services.

When an incoming job arrives with new image information and a new container initialization
request (Line 3), the algorithm starts selecting the best worker for it with the following two steps.
Firstly, the system has to decide whether the image is known before to proceed different actions.

• When Inew is a known image, which means the resource usage pattern is known from
previously launched containers, the algorithm finds the known image (Ij ), extract the latest
resource demand, RIj (t), and assign it to the new container (Lines 4-6).
• When the system has never seen Inew before, it first adds Inew to know image set (Lines 7-8).
Next, if the type of Inew is persist (e.g. database), the system assigns average resource usage
of persistence containers, Rp (t) to Inew . If it is in a non-persistence type, the system uses the
average resource usage of non-persistence containers, Rnp (t) to Inew . In the scenarios that the
type is not specified by the user, the average resource usage of all running containers, Ravg (t),
is in use (Lines 9-14).

Secondly, for each worker, we need to calculate the available resources on this worker (Awi (t))
(Lines 15-16). If the available resources are less than a predefined threshold, α, this worker is marked
as unavailable, which means that it does not accept any new containers. The reserved α resource is
used to maintain the system itself. If Wi .Accept is True, it means this worker can host more containers
(Lines 17-20).
Thirdly, the algorithm calculates a score for each worker based on the new container’s resource
demand in each resource type m, Rcnew .DOM divided by the available dominant resource type,
Awi .DOM (Lines 21-23). This strategy attempts to satisfy the container with its dominant resource
type.
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Algorithm 1 Initial Container Placement on Manager
1: System Parameters:
Wi ∈ W
Cj ∈ W i
Ij ∈ I
2: System Time: t;
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

Incoming Container: Inew , Cnew ;
if Inew ∈ I then
Inew = Ij , where j is the same image in I.
Rcnew (t) = RIj (t)
else
Inew → I
if Inew .p = True then
Rcnew (t) = Rp (t)
else if Inew .p = False then
Rcnew (t) = Rnp (t)
else
Rcnew = Ravg (t)
for Wi ∈ W do
Awi (t) = 1 − Rwi (t)
if Awi < α then
Wi .Accept = False
else
Wi .Accept = True

for Wi ∈ W & Wi .Accept = True do
Wi .Score = Rcnew .DOM ÷ Awi .DOM
23:
Select the Wi with minimum Wi .Score.
21:

22:

6.3

Monitor the workers

When containers are running, the system has to monitor the workers to discover the abnormal resource
usages to prevent a system crash. It is because the container’s resource usage is dynamic and keeps
changing based on its workloads and other containers running on the same worker. A module of
DRAPS called container monitor takes charge of recording resource usages of host containers on each
worker. Furthermore, the worker monitors the attainable resource by itself. When it detects a draining
type of resources coming as a bottleneck, it will send a DRAPS alert to managers.
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Algorithm 2 is running on the worker and responsible for monitoring the resource usage on
workers. Firstly, the system initializes the parameters, worker, Wi , containers, ci , and known images,
Ij . The algorithm is running periodically with an interval t (Lines 1-2).
For all the containers that run on top of worker, Wi , the system tries to find the abnormal ones
such that this container is consuming more resources than others with the same image, Ij . If it is
more than a threshold, α, which is defined as the minimum system required resources, the algorithm
increases the counter for this specific container, cj (Lines 3-5). If cj is continued consuming more
resources than others for the consecutive β times, it will be inserted into the abnormal container set,
AB (Lines 6-7). When the consecutive breaks, the algorithm reset the counter to 0 and remove cj
from the abnormal set. (Lines 8-10).
In the case that this worker is out of resources, the algorithm calculates the container, ci with the
highest ABci from the abnormal list. Then, the worker sends an alert message to the manager (Lines
11-14).
Algorithm 2 Monitoring active containers on Wi
1: System Parameters:
Wi ∈ W , Cj ∈ Wi , and Ij ∈ I;
AB: Abnormal container set;
ABcj : Abnormal count for container cj ;
2: Interval: t;
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

for cj ∈ Wi do
if Rcj > (1 + α) × RIj then
ABcj + +
if ABcj > β then
AB.insert(cj )
else
ABcj = 0
AB.remove(cj )

if Awi (t) < α then
for ci ∈ AB do
13:
Select ci with highest ABci
14:
Send Alert Msg (ci )
11:

12:
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Migrating Containers in Alerts

Algorithm 3 Process Alert Msg from Manager
1: System Parameters: Wi ∈ W , Cj ∈ Wi , and Ij ∈ I;
2: System Time: t;
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

Function Receive Alert Msg(ci )
for Ij ∈ I do
Find Ii for ci
Rci (t) = RIi (t)
if Ii .p = True then
Stop ci on wi
Call Algorithm. 1 with (ci , wi )
else if Ii .p = False then
Save ci on wi
Call Algorithm. 1 with (ci )
else
Stop ci on wi
Call Algorithm. 1 with (ci )
When the worker is running out of resource, it sends an alert message to manager asking to

migrate the abnormal container.
Algorithm 3 indicates the procedure of processing the alert message from wi .
At first, the system initialize the parameters and system time (Lines 1-2). Upon receiving the
alert message that requests to reallocate ci , it the image, Ii , which is used by this specific container. In
addition, it extracts the resource usage pattern of this image RIi (t) and assign it to the Rci (t) (Lines
4-6). Depending on the type of this image Ii , the algorithm process it differently.

• For a persist image that keeps running to provide services, the algorithm force stop it on its
current host, wi . Then, call Algorithm-1 to reallocate it and exclude wi from the candidate host
of ci .
• If it is a non-persist image that has a termination time, the algorithm saves the container and
then call Algorithm-1 for redistribution. After the redistribution, this container can resume the
job on the new host.
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• If the type is unknown for Ii , the algorithm will force stop the container and call Algorithm-1,
but not exclude the wi .
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Chapter 7

Performance Evaluation
In this chapter, we evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of DRAPS through intensive, cloudexecuted experiments.

7.1

Implementation, Testbed and Workloads

7.2

Evaluation Results

We implement our new container management scheme, DRAPS, on Docker Engine v19. As described
in Section 4, the main modules of DRAPS are integrated into the existing Docker Swarm framework.
The DRAPS aims to improve the resource management in a heterogeneous cluster. We build
a heterogeneous cluster on Google Cloud Platform gcp with different configurations in CPU and
memory, two major resource types in the computing node. Specifically, we utilize four different types
of instances to simulate a production environment.

• Small: 2 vCPU and 2G Memory
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• Medium: 4 vCPU and 4G Memory
• Large: 6 vCPU and 6G Memory
• xLarge: 8 vCPU and 8G Memory

In the small-scale testing, we setup a cluster with 4 worker nodes, one of each type. Besides, there
is a dedicated manager in the cluster for scheduling purpose. Therefore, the cluster is configured with
1 manager and 4 workers. In experiments on scalability, we configure the cluster with 1 manger and
8 workers that consist 2 instances of each type.
We mainly focus on two types of workloads. (1) Database services: the containers are launched
to provide the database access to the clients. This is a represent type of persistence job such that the
container will not terminate itself even with no clients using it. (2) Deep learning training services: the
containers are launched to provide training services, such as Pytorch and Tensorflow. This is a nonpersistence container, which targets on a model training job. When the job completes, the container
will be terminated to release the resources. In our experiments, we have the Tensorflow, Pytorch and
MongoDB as our workloads.
In the experiments, we consider two evaluation metrics. (1) Resource usage: the CPU and
memory resource usage of each worker. If the resource usage is higher than the minimum system
requirement, the worker might dead due to out of resources (e.g. memory) and significantly reduce
the system performance. (2) Completion Time: this value only applies to deep learning services. It
represents how quickly the system can complete a specific job given a shared worker.
For following experiments, we evaluates DRAPS with (1) Single Image Jobs: containers are
launched with the same image. (2) Multiple Images Jobs: containers are launched randomly with
different images. To better evaluate the system, we compare DRAPS with two other resource
management schemes. (1) Default: it comes with Docker Swarm framework and utilize the standard
information that contained in heartbeats , such as the number of containers and initial resource
configurations. (2) Spread: this management scheme simply applies a rotation algorithm and select
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Fig. 7.1: Spread Scheme (Deep Learning): Container Distribution
the workers one-by-one.

7.2.1

Single Image Jobs

In the single image experiment, the containers are launched to the system with a specific image. We
utilize the non-persist Pytorch service to conduct the experiment that 20 containers are submitted with
a 50-second interval.
Figures 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 plot the container placement of the experiment. Please note that worker 1,
2, 3, and 4 are in different resource configurations, such that they are labeled as small, medium, large
and xlarge in terms of available vCPUs and memory spaces. With these configurations in mind, we can
clearly see that Spread scheme, shown in Figure 7.1, is not working well. Since Spread scheme fails
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Fig. 7.2: Default Scheme (Deep Learning): Container Distribution
to consider the heterogeneity within the cluster, it treats all four workers equally and evenly distribute
the workloads. As we can see on Figure 7.1 that each worker is assigned 5 containers. While it may
work well in a homogeneous cluster, this scheme is not for a heterogeneous environment.
Comparing with Default and DRAPS, both of them are able to conducting the scheduling with
respect to the resource availability. Figures 7.2 and 7.3 illustrate the container distribution of the
20 deep learning jobs. As the worker with least resources, Worker 1 under both schemes gets 3
containers. This distribution helps prevent overwhelming the worker 1. With Default scheme, it does
not distinguish the differences between worker 3 and worker 4. It assigns 6 jobs each to them, even
though worker 4 has more resources. Running with DRAPS, however, it can dynamically discover
the available resource and make decisions in real-time to choose the best host. In this experiment,
DRAPS assigns 3, 4, 5, 8 to each of the workers.
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Fig. 7.3: DRAPS Scheme (Deep Learning): Container Distribution
Figure 7.5, 7.4 and 7.6 present the resource usages of CPU and memory on each worker. As we
can see on Figure 7.4a, with Spread scheme, worker 1 is under a 100% resource usage on CPU in
most of the time. This is 5 running container on it. Comparing with Default and DRAPS, the CPU
usage is around 50% for most of the time, which lead to more stable performance on this worker.
When comparing worker 3 in Default and DRAPS, Figure 7.5c and 7.6c demonstrate worker 3
in DRAPS has a CPU utilization rate at around 81% for most of the time and with Default, the value
jumps to 100% from 220s to 620s and 680s to 970s. DRAPS shows a more stable performance. While
considering worker 4 in Figure 7.5d and 7.6d, DRAPS has more jitters on the figure, this is because
the scheme tries to adjust the resource usage and reserved a minimum amount of resources for the
system itself.
Figure 7.7 shows the completion time of the 20 deep learning jobs. For the Spread scheme, the
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Fig. 7.4: Spread Scheme (Deep Learning): CPU and Memory Resource Usage
Job-1, Job-5, Job-9, Job-13 and Job-17 are the slowest ones. This is because that Spread scheme
equally distributes the workload such that the worker with smallest resources is assigned 5 jobs. Both
DRAPS and Default consider the resource configurations on each worker, however, Default fails to
detect the dynamic resource availabilities. In our experiments, 13 out of 20 jobs record a shorter
completion time, that is 65% of the jobs get improved. Additionally, DRAPS improves the average
completion time. The average completion times for DRAPS, Default and Spread are 247.1s, 283.5
and 292.9s. The proposed system, DRAPS, achieves 12.7% and 15.7% improvement on completion
time.
Next, we conduct the experiment with a database image, MongoDB. The clutser is fed with 10
database containers. Inside each container, it has a 450 MB database. Upon successfully starting, the
container executes the built-in queries to simulate the workloads. Comparing with deep learning
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Fig. 7.5: Default Scheme (Deep Learning): CPU and Memory Resource Usage
applications, the database services are persistence and would not terminate themselves after the
queries are done. In the experiment, we terminate the containers after the queries in the 10th job
complete.
Figures 7.8, 7.9, 7.10 present the CPU and memory usage of each worker. It is clearly noticed
that, with Spread scheme, the worker 1 and worker 2 dead. This is due to the fact that the worker is
out of memory when the third container is started on it at 150s and 200s. When the third container
submitted, the memory usage jumps to 92%, which is a dangerous level for the Docker system itself.
In this case, the system force stopped all the running containers and restart the Docker daemon to
protect itself.
With Default scheme, the system is able to aware that worker 1 has minimum memory space.
Therefore, it allocates less workload to worker 1, with only 2 containers are assigned to it. However,
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Fig. 7.6: DRAPS Scheme (Deep Learning): CPU and Memory Resource Usage
Default scheme fails to detect the differences between worker 2, worker 3 and worker 4. In the
experiment, worker 2 crashes when t he third one is started and worker 3 crashes when the fourth
database container tries to start the service. Since DRAPS is able to dynamically detect the resource
availabilities, it distributes the containers with the respect of the latest workloads on the workers. As
we can see that DRAPS protects all four workers from crashing by fully utilize worker 4, which has
the most memory spaces in the cluster.

7.2.2

Multiple Images of Jobs

Next, we evaluate the performance of DRAPS with multiple image types, persistence (e.g. database
and non-persistence (deep learning). In previous experiments, the containers are submitted to the
system with a fixed interval, which controlled by the administrator. In the production environment,
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the submission interval is based on the workload and controlled by the clients. Therefore, in the
experiment with multiple image types, we randomly generate the submission interval and create more
challenges to the scheduling system. In this experiment, we randomly select the images for 15 jobs
and submit them in the cluster. In these 15 jobs, 7 of them are deep learning applications and 8 of
them are database services. The submission intervals are [0, 46, 36, 44, 66, 19, 7, 28, 2, 85, 15, 8, 52,
5, 56].
Figures 7.11 and 7.12 plot the resource usages on each worker. We terminate worker after the
last job done on it. As we can see from Figures 7.11 that worker 1 crashes at 600s. This is because
Default scheme fail to recognize the memory shortage on worker 1. While deep learning applications
would not cause crashes since they are CPU-intensive, the database services crash the system with
memory requests. With Default scheme, the system did not fully utilize worker 4, which has the largest
amount of memory spaces. The highest memory usage rate on worker 4 is 38%, far from an alarming
level. With DRAPS, however, the system is able to handle all 15 jobs without crashing any workers.
For example, the memory usage of worker 1 is at 49% it only host 1 database and 2 deep learning
containers. The Figure 7.13 plots the completion time of the deep learning jobs. It demonstrates that
DRAPS is able to reduce the completion time for 6 of out 7 jobs.
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Fig. 7.8: Spread Scheme (Database): CPU and Memory Resource Usage
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Fig. 7.9: Default Scheme (Database): CPU and Memory Resource Usage
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Fig. 7.10: DRAPS Scheme (Database): CPU and Memory Resource Usage
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Fig. 7.11: Default Scheme (Multiple Image Types): CPU and Memory Resource Usage
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Fig. 7.12: DRAPS Scheme (Multiple Image Types): CPU and Memory Resource Usage
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Chapter 8

Conclusion
This thesis studies the container management strategy in a heterogeneous cluster. The current system
only targets on homogeneous environment, which considers the computing nodes with the same
resource availabilities. In our system, We aim to distribute containers to the worker nodes with the
best available resources and consider the dynamic resource usage patterns from the running jobs.
We propose DRAPS that considers various resource demands from containers and current
available resources on each node. DRAPS works with both persistence (e.g. database) and
non-persistence (deep learning) workloads. It is implemented on Docker Swarm platform and
evaluated with extensive experiments on Google Cloud Platform. The results show a significant
improvement on the system stability and scalability when comparing with the Default and Spread
strategies. Additionally, DRAPS reduces the completion time for deep learning containers.
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